G35 radio

The most recently reported issues are listed below. There was a recal for my same year and
model vehicle, but Infiniti is saying my VIN isn't covered. I took the steps to have the recall my
fixed by a licensed mechanic and still nothing works. It is a safety hazard as I have a young
child and the car only blows heat. In CA it it still very hot right now and cannot afford another
vehicle. See all problems of the Infiniti G The contact owns a Infiniti G Upon starting the vehicle,
the contact noticed that the air conditioning system and radio failed without warning. The
vehicle was taken to an independent mechanic, but was not diagnosed or repaired. The
manufacturer was notified of the failure. The failure mileage was 80, When driving slow, 5 to 15
mph merging onto busy interstate 84 highway without warning the battery light, and brake light
will come on and engine shuts off. The car lights, radio still work. Put the car in park start the
engine and its starts up as normal. This car has gone to the dealer, and 2 other shops I have a 4
year old and this issue scares me. Something is draining my battery. I have purchased a new
battery and also tested the alternator. If my car sits for two days I have to jump the battery to
start my vehicle. I google my problem and found other owners with the same problem. They
imply it has something to do with the bose radio. Consumer found many problems with car and
feels been fooled by dealership. The consumer stated two days, after he purchased the vehicle,
he noticed defect. A mechanic confirmed the air bag was not functioning, as the light was
flashing, the tires were overly worn, the cd player was not working, the passenger door would
not shut properly, the wheels were not aligned and the lower cat shield made a noise. The
heating controls and the radio controls work intemitely. The turn off and on buy it's self. It is
very scary we they cut out and the window fog up and the heating controls are off. It gets very
scary. We purchased our son an Infiniti G35 coupe for graduation. We were very pleased with
our purchase and to see his eyes light up was priceless. After a week or two of having the car,
the radio stopped and the entire electric console shut down except for the air, which is on full
blast with no option to turn it down or off. I called corporate and explained the situation and
though they are aware of the issue through numerous complaints, they are basically not willing
to do anything for the G35 coupes. I spoke with kelly with consumers affairs and asked what we
were supposed to do since this is a hazard for our son and she said, "well that would be at your
discretion to let him drive. How can they refuse to deal with a major problem like this and then
try to stick the repair cost to us?? It also affects the defrost and heat which is inoperable. The
entire console is out!!!. The audio and temperature controls become inoperable because of a
known issue with the audio finisher circuit board. My temperature was stuck at 90 degrees at
maximum output, with no possible way to shut it off. There was a voluntary recall for G35
sedans with this issue Infiniti recall p , but not for coupes. From online research, there appears
to be numerous cases where the same issue has occurred on G35 coupes, but Infiniti refuses to
accept responsibility for repairs, because the VIN 's were not part of the original recall. I believe
this is a safety defect that constitutes a recall for any G35 model with this known issue. The
contact owns a Infiniti G35 coupe. The contact stated that the radio, air and heater failed. The
contact stated that the circuit board behind the bose radio system caused the failure. The
contact stated that the system would fail sporadically before eventually becoming completely
inoperable. The failure mileage was unknown and the current mileage was , Cd player stopped
working, unable to retrieve cd's, error message. Check engine soon light came on and
speedometer not working. Called Infiniti in sarasota, was told to bring car in, I did. Happened
again within a few months, was told by Infiniti they could not find anything wrong, they reset
sensor. Problem caused battery to go dead, called aaa, was told something draining battery;
told of electrical problems, advised electrical problem maybe the reason. Once battery
purchased, advised again battery may go out due to electrical problem draining battery. Went
online, found numerous complaints. Called Infiniti again, told my VIN may not be listed.
Informed them of problem, purchase of new battery due to electrical problem, and what may
happen again regarding new battery. Rep advised nothing they can do. This is dangerous in so
many ways in terms of road safety; defrost not working unable to defrost windows for vision
while driving ; draining battery; hazardous due temperature controls that can cause a person to
freeze while in my car, and a financial hardship. I pray an investigation initiated due to electrical
problems by manufacturer, not caused by the consumer; that the resolution is fair and just for
all, and not just by selected VIN numbers only. Infiniti says not a safety hazard and they will not
cover???? I not a safety hazard in cold weather I don't know what is. There are 's of post
similiar to mine on internet - when is someone going to talk some since into Infiniti. This is the
thing that is keeping me from ever buying another Infiniti - not so much the problem, things
happen- but it the way Infiniti is handling it. They know it was an engineering boo boo and they
are refusing to take responsibility. They need to grow up!!!. Living in the mid-west this is a huge
issue because I cannot defrost my windows when it's snowing. Infiniti issued a voluntary recall,
but most likely missed around 90, cars. This is a large problem and they do nothing, it's a huge

safety risk. Intermittent operation was reported to Infiniti dealer in At the present time oct. This
has posed a hazard since there is no way of controlling the defrost and fan to unfog the
windows. There was a voluntary recall in , however I had not been notified. Several similar
complaints have been blogged. However, it appears that it is a defect by the manufacturer. The
radio won't work. Initial power failure only affected console controls and wheel controls still
worked for radio control. About a month later the wheel controls went as well. Entire console kit
and stereo had to be replaced. Old stereo was retained. My Infiniti g radio went out will not
come on at all. My passenger side window won't go up and the passenger side seat will not stop
moving even after I have let go of the buttons. It folded my passenger like a sandwich. When I
took it to the Infiniti dealer the salemans said that the audio system installed in my years make
and model number was defected and they were aware that the life of this system would only last
about five years. The car was bought without the knowledge that the cd player would not eject
or take any cd's; this information was not divulged by the seller, bob moore motors of oklahoma
city, ok. After having the car for a little over a month, the entire center console ac controls and
radio controls became unresponsive. In addition, I am unable to turn on the radio or tape player
with either the center console buttons or those on the steering wheel. The radio is a raw deal
but not my biggest concern. I am nervous to drive the car altogether because I do not trust the
entire electrical system anymore and am afraid I will get stuck somewhere. I have a Infiniti G I
was told that there is a control board problem that Infiniti is not claiming, yet according to the
web, there are several complaining of the same problem. My Infiniti g 35 first began having
problems with the cd player. It no longer works, but has now progressed to the radio and ac or
heater freezing up. It occurs more frequently as time goes on. The safety issue is that I can not
control the defrost or heat when it freezes. It happens when I am driving and yesterday the
heater on the car turned itself up to 90 degrees with the blower at full blast. My daughter is a
college student and I am concerned that when she drives back home on weekends that she will
not be able to control the defroster this winter. We never know when this will happen and would
hate for her to be on the interstate in the middle of no where and not be able to use the
defroster. We also never know if the air or heat will turn to its low or high with the blower at full
speed. Several car mechanics have mentioned that this is a well known problem with the Infiniti
g 35's. On the internet there are numerous websites with many complaints on this issue as well.
Ac unit will not turn off. None of the audio controls will turn on. I started my car and when
turning on the radio the ac went to auto ac and went up to level 5 with out any warning. My radio
followed by not working. All lights on the radio ac console went out and I am unable to control
either from steering wheel or console. The audio finisher circuit board will have to be replaced.
Over complaints found related to this topic with G35 Infiniti's. We are not able to turn it off or
turn it down. We are not able to use the radio either. All the radio and temperature controls are
not functioning. After a lot of research I found, that this is the same exact problem that was in
the voluntary service campaign that inifiniti had back on Feb 13, elreference, itb Nhtsa or or This
service campaign involved the replacement of the audio finisher circuit board. Our car was built
in Jan 03 and was not covered under this recall is what I am being told, because it only covered
G35 sedans manufactured through This car should also be covered under this service
campaign. Since it is the exact same problem and apparently they did not fix the problem when
this car was built. This voluntary service campaign should have been extended to all the
models. I cannot turn the system on at all. The cd player is the culprit and the "eject" continues
to cycle even with the car turned off. This is the second time in 4 months that the new battery is
dead after sitting for a few days. My infinity G35 sedan's heater will stay on high with the radio
and heating control removed. I can access the radio through the stereo, but have no dashboard
controls of the radio or ac at all. Plus labor, of course. My infinity G35 has an electrical problem
with the radio which causes the climate control system to freeze up defroster will not work front
or rear causing fogging when temperature changes this impairs my vision and creates a
dangerous condition infinity will not do anything to fix this they recalled some vehicles so their
aware of this condition. I bought my Infiniti G35 in Jan it had about miles. About a month later
my cd player said check cd. The radio and cassette player works fine. I tried new cds and clean
the cd player but still didn't work. I call Infiniti they said I may have to get a refurbished unit. I
told them that the cd player should last longer than 5 years and that I had a 96 pontiac unit that
still work. A week later I tried it and it was working fine until about a month ago it stop working
and it still not working. I would like to know if Infiniti could help me. On June 2nd, I had took my
car in for a scheduled appointment to have my bose 6-disc cd player to be changed out with one
that does not eat my cd's. I figured it may have been a slight problem that hadn't been worked
out by the manufacture. Bose having such a high rating, I didn't think much of it at the time.
This is until it happened again at the end of August, Now I began to become concerned because
the refurbished bose system that I had received in no way should have lasted for that short

period of time. Not even two months is unacceptable. I called Infiniti on September 10th and
spoke with riverside Infiniti's parts manager, who informed me that this is on going concern, but
there is nothing that Infiniti can do besides replace the system which will be out of warranty in
20, miles. I believe that Infiniti should be held responsible for this unit and replace it with an
upgraded version, or refund the amount in which I have paid for the bose system so that I may
go and obtain an aftermarket cd player that will actually work, and if it does not I am sure that
the store in which I buy it from, will take care of it better then Infiniti has. This is an on going
consumer complaint, I've done the research, now it's time that something is actually done about
it. The contact noticed that the air condition would sporadically fail. The failure worsened and
included the radio and cd player as well. The recall number was unknown. The failure and
current mileages were 64, Customer states that the dealer told her that her car was not included
in the recall even though the symptoms were the same. Dealer refused to fix it unless she paid
11, dollars to fix it. The dealer informed the consumer the engine shut down because the piston
broke causing it to hit the engine which put a hole in the engine block. The consumer had a
used engine put in the vehicle on July 24, but, one year later the engine failed. The consumer
stated she has had numerous problems with the brakes, the driver's seat made a constant
noise, the 6 cd changer malfunctioned and ceased to operate and the window motor was
replaced. Car Problems. Other Common Equipment related problems of Infiniti G Problem
Category Number of Problems Equipment problems Equipment problems. Air Conditioner
problems. Electrical Equipment problems. Electrical Jack problems. Adaptive Equipment
problems. Check out how we decide after hours of researching and comparing dozens of items
on the market. Do you get stressed out thinking about shopping for a great infiniti g35
aftermarket radio? Do doubts keep creeping into your mind? Your questions might include the
following:. Thorough and mindful research is crucial to making sure you get your hands on the
best-possible infiniti g35 aftermarket radio. Make sure that you are only using trustworthy and
credible websites and sources. We provide an infiniti g35 aftermarket radio buying guide, and
the information is totally objective and authentic. We employ both AI and big data in
proofreading the collected information. How did we create this buying guide? We did it using a
custom-created selection of algorithms that lets us manifest a top list of the best available
infiniti g35 aftermarket radio currently available on the market. This technology we use to
assemble our list depends on a variety of factors, including but not limited to the following:. We
always remember that maintaining infiniti g35 aftermarket radio information to stay current is a
top priority, which is why we are constantly updating our websites. Learn more about us using
online sources. If you think that anything we present here regarding infiniti g35 aftermarket
radio is irrelevant, incorrect, misleading, or erroneous, then please let us know promptly!
Contact us here. This technology we use to assemble our list depends on a variety of factors,
including but not limited to the following: Brand Value : Every brand of infiniti g35 aftermarket
radio has a value all its own. Features: What bells and whistles matter for an infiniti g35
aftermarket radio? Specifications : How powerful they are can be measured. Product Value :
This simply is how much bang for the buck you get from your infiniti g35 aftermarket radio.
Customer Ratings : Number ratings grade infiniti g35 aftermarket radio objectively. Customer
Reviews : Closely related to ratings, these paragraphs give you first-hand and detailed
information from real-world users about their infiniti g35 aftermarket radio. Product Reliability :
How sturdy and durable an infiniti g35 aftermarket radio is should be an indication of how long
it will work out for you. This is a great Proven used part. It is being pulled from the vehicle
pictured above a G35 with miles. Our inventory notes on exact part:. Please make sure what is
included and the part will fit your vehicle before buying. Please do not assume any extra or
connected parts are included in any purchase. Please make sure to ask prior to purchasing a
item, if there is specific items you need. We will be happy to tell you if they are available. Your
order must have a physical address. Orders with only PO boxes will not ship until a physical
address is provided. If you do not receive a tracking number please contact our staff via ebay
messaging. We value our customers greatly and want to make every effort to assist you in
getting the correct part. Auto parts can sometimes be confusing so please make sure you ask
any questions before ordering. We prefer contact thru the eBay messaging. If you have any
questions, concerns, or uncertainty about an item please contact us before purchasing it. We
are more than happy to assist you and address your questions. Please message us thru eBay
messaging, it is the fastest and most efficient way to have your questions answered. We will try
to respond weekend questions at least once a day. If you can not locate a part on our site
please contact us. We will make every effort to find it and sell it to you thru eBay. This warranty
applies only to the original purchaser of the part and only as long as the part is still installed in
the vehicle for which it was originally purchased for three years. The warranty is not
transferable. If any defect is discovered during the warranty period Proven Auto Parts must be

informed immediately. All claims must be accompanied by the part and the original sales
receipt. Defects must be verified and all work under this warranty authorized by the Proven.
Transportation cost of any part to Proven Auto Parts is specifically excluded from this warranty.
Proven Auto Parts reserves the right to repair, replace, or refund the purchase price of any part
at its option. Such repairs, replacements, or refunds will satisfy all obligations under this
warranty. Any improper use, abuse including but not limited to overheating or low oil in engines
and transmissions , neglect, careless handling, damage done by improper installation or
repairs, or removal of a part from the vehicle in which it was first installed after purchase from
Proven Auto Parts shall void this warranty. Melting of heat tabs installed by Proven if applicable
will be considered evidence of overheating. The liability and obligation of Proven Auto Parts
under this warranty shall not include any inconvenience, transportation, towing, labor expense
unless a limited installation warranty is purchased , down time, or direct or indirect or
consequent damage, or delay resulting from any defect. This warranty is in lieu of any other
warranties expressed or implied, including any implied warranty of merchantability or fitness for
a particular purpose. No action by the Proven under this warranty shall extend the original
warranty period or alter its obligation. This warranty gives you specific legal rights. You may
also have other rights which vary from state to state. Any cause of action arising from any
warranty action must be filed in Minnesota. Proven Auto Parts warrants to the original
purchases the internal parts of its engines to be free of defects for a period of three years from
date of sale. The parts covered by its warranty are the engine block, cylinder head with valves,
cam shaft connection rods and bearings, pistons, piston rings oil pump, crank shaft and
bearings, rocker arms, valve lifters and other internal parts. Calibration and adjustment of
excluded parts is also excluded from this warranty. This warranty is void if new oil, oil filter are
not used in installation or the heat tabs are melted from overheating. Proven Auto Parts
recommends installing new intake gasket, oil pan gasket and new main seal prior to installation.
The Proven Auto Parts warrants to the original purchaser its transmissions to be free of defects
for a period of three years from the date of sale. The parts covered by this warranty are the
transmission case and all internal parts including the torque converter. Excluded from this
warranty are the transmission mounts, shifting linkage, flywheel, all other external parts and
problems that result from not installing new front, rear main seals, transmission filter and
flushing the cooling system when installing the transmission. Proven Auto Parts warrants to the
original purchaser that recycled parts sold by it will be free of defects for a period of three years
from the date of purchase. Proven Auto Parts guarantees no labor costs unless specific
installation warranty coverage is purchased under the terms and conditions of this section and
billed on the same invoice as the part for which it was purchased. Proven Auto Parts retains all
rights under the Limited Parts Warranty including the right to repair rather than replace any part
covered by that warranty. Skip to main content. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a
new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens
in a new window or tab. Add to Watchlist. People who viewed this item also viewed. Showing
Slide 1 of 1 - Carousel. Picture Information. Mouse over to Zoom - Click to enlarge. Get the item
you ordered or get your money back. Learn more - eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in new
window or tab. Seller information provenautoparts Contact seller. Visit store. See other items
More See all. Free Shipping! Quality Used! Item Information Condition:. Add to Watchlist
Remove from watch list. Watch list is full. Longtime Member. Does not ship to Ukraine See
details. Item location:. Rockville, Minnesota, United States. Ships to:. United States and many
other countries See details. This amount is subject to change until you make payment. For
additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new
window or tab This amount includes applicable customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other
fees. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens
in a new window or tab. Any international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn
More - opens in a new window or tab International shipping and import charges paid to Pitney
Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping and import
charges are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any
international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window
or tab. Sponsored items from this seller. Showing Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel. Report item - opens in
a new window or tab. This translation tool is for your convenience only. The accuracy and
accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Note: The accuracy and accessibility
of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing.
Powered by Frooition. Shop Categories. Engines No core charge! Proven Engines are sold as a
long block only and do not include any accessories or the transmission. All other components
included are considered convenience items and are not covered by our warranty. These items
are NOT Guaranteed to be included or covered under our warranty. You should expect to use

your existing Intake Manifold, Exhaust Manifold, Sensors, and Wiring Harness to eliminate
complications when installing the engine. Changing the timing belt is required on engines with
a timing belt. It is a maintenance item. If you don't change the timing belt and have an issue
related to the timing belt, we will not be able to warranty the engine. Transmissions Complete
with matching Torque Converter. Manual transmissions will not include any part of the clutch
assembly. We recommend changing the filter and pan gasket when doing the job. We do not
warranty the filters. They need to be changed, its the customers responsibility to do so.
Changing the filters is standard practice for most shops when changing transmissions. Transfer
case Does not include the shift motor, they are sold separate. Axles and Differentials Drained of
Fluids Do not include any brake components. Freight Shipping large palletized items This item
will be shipped throughout the continental US via truck freight. Freight items must be shipped
to a valid business address with means of unloading the shipment. Be sure to provide us with
all necessary contact information. This includes business name, address, and phone number
for delivery. We do not ship until we have all required information. FedEx freight terminal pickup
is also a option, we can location one closest to you. Customer pick-up at our location is
available. Payment Payment We accept PayPal payments only. All items require immediate
payment thru PayPal. Local pickup is a option, items will need to be paid for in full thru PayPal
24 hours in advance of local pickup. Returns Please fully fill out the included return form
supplied inside of the box of the original shipment. Please use the return label supplied inside
of the original shipment. Once above has been completed return to us for a exchange or a
refund. Any return questions please message us directly thru eBay messeging Contact Us We
prefer contact thru the eBay messaging. Helpful Links. View more great items. This listing is
currently undergoing maintenance, we apologise for any inconvenience caused. Shipping and
handling. The seller has not specified a shipping method to Ukraine. Contact the seller - opens
in a new window or tab and request shipping to your location. Shipping cost cannot be
calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP Code. No additional import charges at delivery! This item
will be shipped through the Global Shipping Program and includes international tracking. Learn
more - opens in a new window or tab. There are 1 items available. Please enter a number less
than or equal to 1. Select a valid country. Please enter 5 or 9 numbers for the ZIP Code. This
item does not ship to Ukraine. Domestic handling time. Taxes may be applicable at checkout.
Learn more. Return policy. Payment details. Payment methods. Back to home page Return to
top. Back to home page. Listed in category:. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a
new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens
in a new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Image not available Photos not available for this
variation. Common Problem: CD Changer does not eject nor accept discs, Intermittent wont
change disc, skips, control panel does not function at all, no power up. Air Condition stuck in
one position and can not change the fan setting. Air Condition control panel not responding.
Navigation Screen does not open, retract, black screen. Wont accept navigation disc. Note: If
your CD Changer functions properly, please remove all of your discs from the changer before
shipping it for repair. Your radio system is equipped with state of-the-art electronic circuits to
enhance radio reception. These circuits are designed to extend reception range, and to enhance
the quality of that reception. However there are some general characteristics of FM, AM and
satellite radio signals that can affect radio reception quality in a moving vehicle, even when the
finest equipment is used. These characteristics are completely normal in a given reception area,
and do not indicate any malfunction in your radio system. Remember that a moving vehicle is
not the ideal place to listen to a radio. Because of the movement, reception conditions will
constantly change. Buildings, terrain, signal distance and interference from other vehicles can
work against ideal reception. Described below are some of the factors that can affect your radio
reception. Range: FM range is normally limited to 25 to 30 miles 40 to 48 km , with monaural
single channel FM having slightly more range than stereo FM. External influences may
sometimes interfere with FM station reception even if the FM station is within 25 miles 40 km.
The strength of the FM signal is directly related to the distance between the transmitter and
receiver. FM signals follow a line-of-sight path, exhibiting many of the same characteristics as
light. For example they will reflect off objects. Static and flutter: During signal interference from
buildings, large hills or due to antenna position, usually in conjunction with increased distance
from the station transmitter, static or flutter can be heard. This can be reduced by adjusting the
treble control counterclockwise to reduce treble response. Multi-path reception: Because of the
reflective characteristics of FM signals, direct and reflected signals reach the receiver at the
same time. The signals may cancel each other, resulting in momentary flutter or loss of sound.
AM signals, because of their low frequency, can bend around objects and skip along the
ground. In addition, the signals can be bounced off the ionosphere and bent back to earth.
Because of these characteristics. AM signals are also subject to interference as they travel from

transmitter to receiver. Fading: Occurs while the vehicle is passing through freeway
underpasses or in areas with many tall buildings. It can also occur for several seconds during
ionospheric turbulence even in areas where no obstacles exist. Static: Caused by
thunderstorms, electrical power lines, electric signs and even traffic lights. When the satellite
radio is first installed or the battery has been replaced, the satellite radio may not work properly.
This is not a malfunction. Wait more than 10 minutes with satellite radio ON for satellite radio to
receive all of the necessary data. No satellite radio reception is available unless optional
satellite receiver and antenna are installed and an XM or SIRIUS satellite radio service
subscription is active. Satellite radio is not available in Alaska, Hawaii and Guam. Satellite radio
performance may be affected if cargo carried on the roof blocks the satellite radio signal. If
possible, do not put cargo over the satellite antenna. During cold weather or rainy days, the
player may malfunction due to the humidity. If this occurs, remove the CD and dehumidify or
ventilate the player completely. The player may skip while driving on rough roads. The CD
player sometimes cannot function when the passenger compartment temperature is extremely
high. Decrease the temperature before use. Do not force a compact disc into the CD insert slot.
Only use high quality 4. Do not expose the CD to direct sunlight. CDs that are of poor quality,
dirty, scratched, covered with fingerprints, or that have pin holes may not work properly. After a
short time, reinsert the CD. The CD can be played when the temperature of the player returns to
normal. MP3 is the most well-known compressed digital audio file format. This format allows for
near CD quality sound, but at a fraction of the size of normal audio files. MP3 conversion of an
audio track from CD-ROM can reduce the file size by approximately a ratio with virtually no
perceptible loss in quality. MP3 compression removes the redundant and irrelevant parts of a
sound signal that the human ear doesn't hear. The WMA codec offers greater file compression
than the MP3 codec, enabling storage of more digital audio tracks in the same amount of space
when compared to MP3s at the same level of quality. Bit rate: Bit rate denotes the number of
bits per second used by a digital music file. The size and quality of a compressed digital audio
file is determined by the bit rate used when encoding the file. Multi-session: Multi-session is
one of the methods for writing data to media. Writing data once to the media is called a single
session, and writing more than once is called a multi-session. If there is a file in the top level of
the disc, ROOT is displayed. The playback order is the order in which the files were written by
the wri
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ting software. Therefore, the files might not play in the desired order. Check if the disc was
inserted correctly. Check if the disc is scratched or dirty. Check if there is condensation inside
the player. If there is, wait until the condensation is gone about 1 hour before using the player. If
there is a temperature increase error, the CD player will play correctly after it returns to the
normal temperature. Files with extensions other than. In addition, the character codes and
number of characters for folder names and file names should be in compliance with the
specifications. The bit rate may be too low. It takes a relatively long time before the music starts
playing. The writing software and hardware combination might not match, or the writing speed,
writing depth, writing width, etc. Try using the slowest writing speed. Skipping with high bit rate
files Skipping may occur with large quantities of data, such as for high bit rate data. Move
immediately to the next song when playing.

